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Capella,
problemo

The highly sensitive ATS scope has the ability to record the magnetic field around a coil with no special
adapters, effectively recording a secondary ignition
scope pattern.

This article is a true description of an AECS technical
help desk problem and how it was solved.
Vehicle: 2000 Mazda Capella 2 litre.

Problem presented to the help desk
The vehicle was presented to a workshop with the following complaint. The car would drive fine but every
now and then, maybe two times in a day it misfires ever
so gently. Sometimes there was a hint of pre-ignition,
but not enough to really worry about. No need to say
that this customer was precise, but he was worried
about worse to come.
While driving the car and while idling in the workshop
nothing would be noticed, not even while driving with
the customer.
The workshop where the car had been previously had
a scan tool used for diagnostics and found nothing
wrong. The customer had been back to that workshop
a number of times, every time the customer was
charged (scan tool hook up charge) while the problem
was not found. The customer decided to move up in
the ranks and leave that workshop as a customer. For
good…
The next workshop where the car was presented to has
AECS technical support, a scan tool and an ATS
oscilloscope.
So where do you start in a case like that?

Measure
A misfire can almost always be made visible in studying either the ignition, the injection or the relation
between the two patterns.
A recording was made while running the vehicle in the
workshop. It was almost instantly visible that there was
something wrong with the ignition pattern.
Before we go into the patterns, I need to explain that
the vehicle has two DIS coils. Each coil feeds two
spark plugs. The coil has the ignitor build in, so no
primary pattern was measurable.

Hook up sample of the ATS scope on a
2007 VW coil, no special probes are needed

Equipment
AECS Ltd is the supplier of
high tech automotive equipment. We can provide you with
training to get the best return
on your investment.
Herbert Leijen

$16,300+gst
AVL High speed combustion
chamber pressure recorder.
Petrol/Diesel tuning.
AVL made in Germany
$5,990 +gst
4 Gas emission analyser. Can
be run stand alone or from PC.

AECS Equipment
$4,250 +gst
Comprehensive Motor bike scantool,
with connectors.
Motorscan made in Italy

Ph: +64 (6) 874 9077
Fax: +64 (6) 874 9078
www.aecs.net
Email: info@aecs.net

Interesting…
The recording revealed a very interesting signal, even
though the car was not misbehaving.
Displayed below are only a few portions of the
recordings.

ATS dual channel recording of the induced ignition
pattern on coil 1 vs. the trigger on coil 2.
The recording was accidentally made with channel 2
hooked up on the trigger of the good coil. This was
good as it provided us with better insight as to what
happened.

Zoomed in ATS scope recording of the induced
ignition pattern while idling.
The ATS scope recording which was send to the help
desk shows to me an incomprehensible ignition pattern. It needs to be noted that the engine is running fine
during this recording.
We asked to have the same recording done again in
dual channel mode with the second channel connected
to the ignition trigger signal (= signal between the ECU
and ignitor inside the coil).

Did you know:
AECS

is busier than ever with

training and equipment sales.
We are looking for someone to
join the team.
Ph:06-874 9077 ask for Herbert

VTEQ (made in Spain) is a long established
brake tester manuf. producing equipment for
distributors all over the world, including AECS Ltd
in NZ.
We have installed machines throughout New Zealand, prices ranging for small workshops to large
dealerships.
The VTEQ 2000 analogue brake tester at $17,000
(+gst, installed, but excl.work on building)
2080 analogue brake tester. NZ install done by AECS

Ltd
3080 digital testlane, NZ install done by AECS Ltd

The 3080 Suspension and brakes inspection test lane at
$32,000 +gst. The 3080 (and 2080) has a testing ability of
up to 6 ton axle weight and can test shocks and alignment
in one drive through. Quick, sturdy and reliable!
Sales, Installation and training by AECS Ltd
Check our catalogue for specifications
at:

www.aecs.net
Ph: 06 8749 077

What is all that fuss about??

LAUNCH X-431
GX3 Latest model SCAN TOOL

Same recording but now with Channel 2 connected
to the faulty coil’s trigger.

.00
$4,750
+ gst

Bingo, there it is!

X431 GX3 scan tool is a perfect complete
unit, it out performs all other diagnostic tools we
have seen so far!

Great value!

Features:
 Touch Screen PDA
 Inbuilt printer

A bit further down in the recording, the weird extra
spike comes back.

 Able to be used on 56 car brands including
Jaguar, Isuzu and Great Wall.
 Very simple to operate
 Many protocols are almost identical to factory
software
 1 year free updates and 12 month warranty
 Strong carry case for all connectors and tool
 AECS technical support.

MAKE USE OF THIS GREAT OFFER!!

AECS
Until it even gets worse and multiple baby sparks are
discharged.
No this is not MSD ignition; this is a bad ignitor in the
coil pack.
It must be noted that the car is still running fine here!!
I suspect that the knock sensor retarded the ignition
a few degrees to make up for the pre-ignition, but I
have no proof of that. That is: in three measurements
and 15 minutes labour in the workshop, a phone call
and an e-mail to the help desk; problem found.
A new coil was ordered, fitted and the car is going
fine now

training

Diesel Management Systems 1 – 3
Test, diagnose, and predict failures in the electronic
& mechanical components of the Common Rail
Diesel technology. A very 'up to date' course with
lots of modern diagnostic methods.
INVERCARGILL
11th & 12th April 2011
AUCKLAND
11th & 12th May 2011
WHANGARAEI
13th & 14th May 2011

Ring us today
to enrol
Ph:+64 (6) 874 9077
Further course information
on our website

www.aecs.net

Conclusion:
This job was easy and quick. The combination of quality equipment, training on how to use the equipment
and AECS technical support via the internet made this
job profitable. The first garage lost a customer.
Where would you like to be?

AECS

EMS1-1 (Engine management 1-1)
5th & 6th May
AUCKLAND
This course will save you time on first line diagnostics
and teach you how to read the most important oscilloscope patterns in detail and much more.. A good idea to
have done the AED first..
Talk to us about the next AED course in your area.

It should once again be clear that attempting jobs like
this without proper equipment and training makes a
good workshop look bad.

SCAN1-1 (Scan tool training)
3rd & 4th May
Ring us today
AUCKLAND
to enrol
This will provide you with a
Ph:+64 (6) 874 9077
unique opportunity to see

Choose your equipment, training and support supplier
with consideration for quality and track record.

several brands of scan tools
besides each other
connected to the same
vehicle..the discrepancies will
blow you away!.

For AECS Ltd:
H.P. Leijen
(trainer/research)
E-Mail: hpleijen@aecs.net

AECS

Scope has dropped in price due to the
following set of circumstances:

ATS 5004d scope in tool case

1)

favourable exchange rate

2)

a bulk purchase deal,

3)

AECS has achieved a higher dealer level,

4)

political changes in the factory, and

5)

severe economic pressures in the EU.

Use this to your advantage, the prices won’t be like this for long!

A super level scope has never been so close within your reach!
 ATS 5000 (2 channel + signal generator) or
 ATS 5004d (4 channel differential scope)

For a low $3,827.00
Expand your existing scope set
(multichannel sw), build a set up, or
buy a whole set for $7090.52
Call us at 06 8749 077 or,
check out the spec’s at www.aecs.net
ATS 5000 50Mhz Scope

Many modern high tech options available, like G sensor, pressure sensor, return flow sensor, AC pressure sensor.
Check out our web catalogue, this is a very special deal !!

www.aecs.net

Further course information
on our website

www.aecs.net

equipment

This IS special…
We have achieved a major price wind back!
The ATS

training

ATS scope Owners,
Get the latest V5.01 software
for your scope!
The software has undergone a true
transformation!
 Contains more than 1000 newly
added vehicle wiring diagrams and
measurements.
 The multi channel software also
enables you to connect more than
one scope to the same laptop,
 The ATIS software is unique in that
it allows you to type in the fault
code upon which a description of
the fault comes up.
 It also visually shows how to
connect a scope to the component
and a sample pattern so that a
quick and easy check can reveal if
the component, wiring or ECU is at
fault. The descriptions & colour
pictures are clear.
With AECS technical support
EVERYTHING you would expect
from this top level scope
software

www.aecs.net
06 8749 077

